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Abstract 

To ensure safe and long-term operation of Li-ion batteries (LIBs), one important key 

strategy is to understand the underlying aging mechanisms. In order to fulfill the de-

mand of increased energy density, the introduction of high capacity active materials 

like Silicon (Si) is attractive, but this approach is accompanied by severe Si related 

aging mechanisms, which have to be investigated in further detail. This work presents 

the development and implementation of the glow discharge optical emission spectros-

copy (GD-OES) depth profiling to analyze aging phenomena in Si/C composites used 

for Li-ion battery negative electrodes. 

The GD-OES method revealed a new Si related film formation with parasitic Lithium 

ion (Li+) consumption. Moreover, GD-OES depth profiling meets high standards with 

regard to measurement time, reproducibility and depth resolution. These high stand-

ards make the GD-OES method highly suitable for Post-Mortem analysis of interfaces 

and interphases of battery electrodes. Detailed analysis of the atomic Si emission lines 

demonstrated that Hydrogen (H/H2) influences the specific emission intensity and the 

Si depth profiles, which needs to be considered within the correct analysis routine. 

In contact with ambient molecular oxygen, Si metal forms an oxide layer resulting in 

the formation of Si-O bonds on the Si particle surface. GD-OES depth profiling and 

Raman spectroscopy showed the important participation of these surface Si-O bonds 

to the electrochemical film formation during the initial cycle. The periodic volume 

change of Si during cell operation leads to further electrolyte decomposition, supplying 

oxygen (O) for further Si corrosion. GD-OES is capable of tracking the progress of film 

formation, since the amount and the depth evolution of the film depend on external 

physical parameters, e.g. temperature and state-of-health. Moreover, the elemental 

ratios of Li, Si and O, introduced by the formed Lithium silicates (LixSiyOz), can be 

analyzed depth resolved with GD-OES. Similar to the film formation on graphite, the 

film formation on Si/C composites was demonstrated to be partly reversible. Based on 

the correlation of negative electrode potentials and GD-OES depth profiles, a certain 

threshold of the negative electrode potential for the stability of the formed film was 

identified to be of high importance. The periodic volume change of Si not only releases 

new active Si surface, but also leads to pore clogging in restrained cell housings, in-

troducing uneven electrolyte salt distribution and inhomogeneous aging, since the ex-

ternal current load stays constant during operation. 

Additionally to the Si corrosion, the Li distribution between Si and Graphite provides a 

more detailed picture of the material aging behavior. This interaction results from dif-

ferent operating potentials, reaction mechanisms and intrinsic differences in binding 

nature and interaction energies between the materials. Additional to GD-OES depth 

profiling, operando neutron diffraction was used to provide insights into the Li distribu-

tion in negative electrodes from aged cells. GD-OES depth profiling of pure graphite 

shows that the redistribution process of Li into graphite depends on the relaxation time, 

while the addition of Si to pure Graphite materials results in an additional Li redistribu-

tion process from Graphite to Si. The parasitic aging phenomena of Si described in this 

work need to be solved in order to increase the Si content in negative electrode blend 

materials, and hence develop advanced high-energy LIBs.   
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1. Introduction 

The technology of LIBs is one of the most promising candidates which can contribute 

to solve the human induced climate crisis.[1] In terms of specific power/energy and 

power/energy density LIBs have outperformed most of commercially available battery 

chemistries like Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd), Nickel-Metal hydride (NiMH) or Lead acid 

systems.[2] Li+ ions and corresponding active materials weigh less compared to the 

mentioned chemistries, which is desirable for almost all applications. Whittingham[3] 

described already in the early 1970s the reversible reaction of Li+ ions with transition 

metal oxides. Twenty years later, in 1990/91 Sony[4] commercialized LIB technology.

State-of-the art LIBs consist of a positive electrode usually processed from Nickel (Ni) 

rich mixed transition-metal layered-oxide (Ni, Mn, Co or Al), while with increasing Ni 

stoichiometry, the material specific capacity is increased. Along with increasing Ni con-

tent, the Cobalt (Co) content can be decreased which results in cheaper positive elec-

trode materials.[5–8] These materials provide a higher nominal cell voltage of approxi-

mately 3.6 V, compared to NiCd/NiMH at 1.2 V and high-end lead acid systems with 

2.0 V nominal voltage, respectively. Graphite or different graphitic intercalation com-

pounds are widely used as an active material for negative electrodes. These group of 

active materials set the bar very high for improvements in negative electrode materials, 

in terms of operating potential, calendar aging and electrochemical stability along with 

capacity retention at challenging current densities and operating temperatures.[9–11] Al-

loying metalloids and metals like Germanium (Ge), Tin (Sn) and Si can achieve signif-

icant higher specific capacities in laboratory scale. The implementation as active ma-

terial for negative electrode in LIBs in commercial application is very difficult due to 

their element specific aging mechanism. Primarily driven by power/energy density and 

cost per energy content, the mobility sector focus their interests on the LIB technology, 

from electric scooters to heavy-duty vehicles.[4,12–16] LIBs could further provide 

smoothly operated power supply, e.g. working in a grid-storage system supplied by 

renewable energy.[17–19] For almost all applications the energy density[17], safety[20–22], 

life-time,[23] and cost[24] are four key parameters, which all interact with each other. 

Aging on all levels of LIB technology (cell, module and system) influences all four char-

acteristics in a negative way. Therefore, aging mechanisms have to be understood and 

proper mitigations strategies need to be designed. Replacing or blending graphite with 

high capacity materials like Si metal, could be a feasible solution to increase the energy 

density.[25] Si could serve as a future anode material, since abundancy and cost for 

precursors are competitive compared with graphite precursors.[26] A different attempt 

is to optimize the electrode architecture, by increasing the active to passive material 

ratio or optimizing the Li+ ion transportation.[27,28] 

There is a close correlation between energy density (energy per total cell volume) and 

cell safety. The higher the energy density, the higher the energy release in case of an 

thermal event, which leads to higher cell risk.[29–31] Already on cell level, these risks 

can be lowered by aging investigations. Widely known is the issue of Li metal deposi-

tion and dendrite growth during low temperature lithiation.[23] Additional, deposited Li 

metal intensifies severely the thermal risks of a cell, by increasing exothermal side-

reactions.[32] Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GD-OES) has been 
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proven by Takahara and Ghanbari et al. for analyzing the lithiation degree,[33] the SEI 

composition,[34,35] and temperature dependent aging mechanism,[36] respectively.  

The GD-OES method was further developed in this work, to investigate differences 

and similarities between Si and graphite. The lithiation mechanisms of graphite and Si 

are described in the chapters 1.1.2 – 1.1.3, with an overview of known aging mecha-

nism in 1.1.7. The main analysis method in this work is the GD-OES, therefore the 

working principal, important details about calibration parameters, measurement chal-

lenges and further results are carried out in chapters 1.2 and 4, respectively.   

1.1 Lithium ion batteries 

A battery cell is a connection of one or more electrochemical half-cell’s, with the capa-

bility of converting and storing electrical energy in chemical energy. Batteries in general 

can be divided into two groups. First, the primary batteries, assembled in charged 

state, provide electrical energy during discharging once, and have to be discarded af-

terwards. Most of todays used LIBs are secondary batteries. This category of batteries, 

also known as accumulators, provide electrical energy over several hundreds or even 

thousands of charge and discharge cycles, which means that the vast majority of the 

chemical reactions are reversible.[37] However, irreversible reactions lead to capacity 

decrease and resistance increase. 

1.1.1 Physicochemical fundamentals 

Operation of electrochemical cells, correspond always to chemical reactions at electri-

cal separated electrodes. For overall chemical reactions of the cell, both separated 

reactions can be summarized by using stoichiometric values i to fulfill charge neutral-

ity. In thermodynamic terms, the usable molar work in an electrochemical cell is the 

Gibbs free energy. The sum of all half-cell reactions, which run simultaneously at the 

positive and negative electrode, result in the mentioned Gibbs-free energy in eq. (1):[38] 

G =  ∑ (νi  ∙  µi)i ox
− ∑ (νi  ∙  µi)i red

       (1) 

The chemical potential µi of one component i, contributes to the Gibbs free energy with 

the stoichiometric ratio i. Half-cell potentials of each reaction, under standard condi-

tions, are well known and listed in several tables.[38] In LIBs, electrodes operate in or-

ganic electrolytes with Li+-ions as charge carrier. Therefore the chemical potential of µi 

of one component i, does not correspond to the listed chemical potentials under stand-

ard conditions µi
0 and has to be extended as follows in eq. (2): 

µi = µi
0 + RT ∙ ln[ai]          (2) 

The activity ai of a certain charge carrier i, under defined physical operating conditions, 

changes the standard chemical potential µi
0 to the resulting chemical potential µi under 

chosen conditions. Therefore, the deviation from standard conditions correlates with 

the Gibbs free energy and can be described according to eq. (3):[38] 

G = G0 – RT ∙  ln[ai
]            (3) 
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The electromotoric force (emf) of a certain reaction, described in eqs. (4)-(5) depends 

on the Gibbs free energy, while the difference between the emfs at the positive and 

negative electrode result in the measureable cell voltage:[38] 

E0 = - 
ΔG0

n ∙ F
           (4) 

E = E0 - 
R ∙ T

n ∙ F
 ∑ νi  ∙  ln[a

i
]i         (5) 

Equation (5), the Nernst-Equation, describes the emf in the equilibrium state. Electro-

chemical processes operate rarely close to equilibrium conditions. Therefore, several 

kinetic parameters influence the usable electromotoric force. The difference between 

the equilibrium potential φ0 and the potential during current flow φ is called overpoten-

tial η (eq. (6)).[39,40] 

η =  φ −  φ0           (6) 

The shift of the electrode potential, is given by rate limiting charge transfer steps, on 

every interface between electron and ion conductor/electrolyte. Additional to the 

charge transfer, mass transport limitation from bulk electrolyte to the electrolyte||elec-

trode interface comes into account. Strongly influencing the electrode potential shifts 

are coupled reactions with widely varying rate constants. Slow pre- or consecutive re-

actions slow down the main reaction and contribute therefore to over-potential η.[38] 

These mentioned limitations originate from the chemical reactions themselves. Every 

complete electrochemical cell, suffers from additional limitations. All needed materials, 

to produce a research demonstrator or commercial cell, e.g. cell housing, current col-

lector foil (usually Cu for negative electrodes, Al for positive electrodes) have a limited 

electric conductivity. Furthermore, contact resistances throughout welding (laser, ultra-

sonic or resistance welding) are introduced and increase the overpotential.[39] 

1.1.2 Graphite as intercalation material 

Carbon allotropes and different carbon compounds have been widely investigated as 

electrochemical energy storage systems, since they offer a large variety of host struc-

tures. Besenhard et al. described these systems in their overview article in detail.[41] 

Partly or fully halogenated graphite structures (use of Cl[42] or F[43]) were suggested for 

positive electrode materials operating at 2.8 V vs. Li/Li+ in organic electrolytes, with a 

theoretical energy content of about 2190 Wh kg-1.[44] Graphite oxide (GO) and ex-

panded graphite oxide (EGO) have been introduced for negative electrodes for LIBs in 

organic electrolyte, however the polar electrolyte solutions and the electrode swelling 

result in electrode failure.[45–47] 

The electrochemical operating window for pure graphite or graphitic carbons is in the 

range of 300 – 20 mV vs. Li/Li+, being able to deliver 372 mAh g-1 (760 mAh cm-3) and 

350 mAh g-1 (714 mAh cm-3) reversible, respectively.[48,49] In 1983, the group of Besen-

hard et al.[41] described the structural changes in the graphite host, while the  structure 

for early stage lithiated graphite is still under investigation.[50–52] 

Widely accepted are the following Li graphite phases:  III LiC24-30, II L-LiC18, II-LiC12 

and I-LiC6 (Figure 1),[41,53] while the intercalation proceeds via well-defined diffusion 
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limited two-phase reactions, also distinguishable by color.[41,45,48,50–52,54] At early stages 

of intercalation, meaning more positive values of negative electrode potentials and low 

Li stoichiometry in LixC6 (x < 0.4), Li seems to be randomly distributed between the 

graphene layers, namely stage V, while passing the stoichiometry of x = 0.4, stage IV 

is observed corresponding to LiC30-50.[50,52] 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the Daumas-Hérold model for graphite intercalation a) - e). Illustration 

according to Sethuraman et al..[55] 

Besides the LixC6 distribution, the graphite structure changes from hexagonal (ABA || 

Figure 2a) to an regular (AAA || Figure 2b) stack of graphene layers .[54]  

 

Figure 2. Schematic graphite structure before lithiation (C6) in a) and after complete lithiation (LiC6) in 

b). Illustration based on Winter et al..[53]  
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Dahn et al.[50] also showed the low energy hysteresis of graphite, which can be at-

tributed to the low interaction energy between the graphite layers of 0.87 meV [56,57] 

and the low Li solid state diffusion barrier of 0.2 – 0.3 eV [58,59] between the graphene 

layers. The state-of-the-art electrolytes are no longer stable at the graphite operating 

potentials and therefore several decomposition reactions are possible. The layer, 

which is formed is known as solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) and serves as a protec-

tion layer for the electrolyte and as Li+-conductor for the intercalation and deintercala-

tion process (s. 1.1.7).[60] 

1.1.3 Silicon as alloying material 

Si as alloying material forms during electrochemical operation at 415 °C, Li-rich alloys 

(LixSiy, lithiumsilicide) in the potential range of 332 mV to 2 mV vs. Li/Li+. At this tem-

perature five lithiation plateaus could be observed, which corresponds to the following 

four intermediate crystalline phases: Li12Si7, Li7Si3, Li13Si4, Li22Si5, providing reversible 

4200 mAh g-1.[61] Due to this alloying mechanism and storage up to 4.4 Li atoms per Si 

atom, a volume expansion is unavoidable, which was reported to increase linearly with 

increasing crystalline lithiation up to 320%.[26] 

At room temperature, no distinguished voltage plateaus can be observed, while the 

electrochemically driven solid state amorphization is declared as main reason for this 

difference.[62] In contrast to the Li22Si5 phase, Dahn et al.[63] described, using in-situ 

XRD, the formation of metastable crystalline Li15Si4 phase below 30 mV vs Li/Li+, dur-

ing lithiation of an amorphous Si film (3590 mAh g-1, V = 290%), while the crystallinity 

is lost again during delithiation.[25,26,64,65] 

On important intrinsic property of Si is the high Si-Si binding energy of 2.3 eV.[66] This 

strong chemical bond, results in a high activation barrier for the initial alloying process 

and therefore the Li+ activity at the particle||electrolyte interface has to be very high.[65] 

The combination of necessarily high Li+ ion concentration and the pronounced volume 

expansion during alloying, introduces anisotropic mechanical stress to the particles, 

resulting in possible electrode network breakdown, solid state amorphization and/or 

particle pulverization, also known as electrochemical milling.[65] 

Despite the high accessible capacity of Si, the energy hysteresis during electrochemi-

cal operation is also far higher, compared with graphite.[67] In the crystalline Li15Si4 

alloy, Si atoms have all equal crystallographic sites while one Si atom has 12 Li neigh-

boring atoms in the unit cell, resulting in a stable structure.[65] During lithiation the Si 

atoms are well dispersed in the amorphous alloy and mostly surrounded by Li at-

oms.[68,69] This suggests that the local atomic environment in the lithiated alloy leads to 

kinetically favored crystallization of Li15Si4 instead of forming the thermodynamic 

phases. The symmetric crystalline structure of Li15Si4, increases the needed energy for 

the delithiation process and the alloy undergoes an amorphization again.[70] In addition 

to that, during the delithiation of LixSiy, the particles reduce their volume resulting in 

particle cracking, SEI decontacting and delamination from the current collector.[71–73] 

One mitigation strategy to overcome the intrinsic problems with Si metal is to structure 

the active material. Several active material structures, like nanowires[74], core-shell 

nanowires[75], hollow[76], double-walled hollow[77], yolk-shell[78] or pomegranate[79] were 
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proposed, increasing the capacity retention but also synthesis expenditures. Further-

more, film forming additives were proposed and fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) is one 

of the most promising candidate to mitigate some of the Si related aging mecha-

nisms.[80–82] 

Similar to graphite, Si shows a low operating potential, which is also partly out of the 

electrolyte stability window, leading to side reactions and film formation, making a 

properly formed SEI necessary (1.1.7).   

1.1.4 Positive electrode materials 

Titanium disulfide (TiS2), was demonstrated by Whittingham already in the 1970s, as 

layered structure for reversible Li+ intercalation material for positive electrodes.[5] The 

absence of phase transformation leads to a complete and highly reversible Li+ insertion 

and extraction (LixTiS2, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1). Despite the fact of high reversibility, the low operating 

voltage of TiS2 of 2 V vs Li/Li+ makes this material less attractive. 

Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) also undergoes no structural change during Li+ inser-

tion/extraction (LixFePO4, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1)  and the mean operating potential of 3.4 V vs. Li/Li+ 

increases the energy density of the cell, in comparison with TiS2.[83–85] Beneficial for 

the Li+ diffusion is furthermore the 3D diffusion path in the olivine structure of LFP, 

while state-of-the art iron phosphates delivers around 150 mAh g-1.[86] 

Layered transition metal oxides LiMO2 (M = Ni, Co, Mn, Al), introduced by Goode-

nough[87] first with LiCoO2, reaches specific capacities of 180 mAh g-1, between 2.7 – 

4.2 V vs. Li/Li+.[88] LiMO2 (M = Ni, Co, Mn) suffer from intrinsic problems related to the 

metal. E.g. low Co ore abundancy, high thermal risk for Ni rich materials and difficulties 

in accessing high specific capacity for Mn rich materials stable and reversibly.[5] The 

host structure rearrangement, resulting in energy hysteresis and the strong limitation 

of Li+ extraction (LixMO2, ~ 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1) limits the usage of these materials. Mixed, 

layered transition metal oxides, e.g. LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC111) show a good 

compromise to mitigate the described problems. To meet requirements of modern ap-

plications, the development of Ni rich materials (e.g. LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 or 

LiNi0.86Co0.10Al0.04O2) with capacities up to 210 mAh g-1, is desirable for high end 

LIBs.[6,89–91]  

1.1.5 Electrolytes 

To ensure electrochemical operation in LIBs, a medium for ion transport is required. 

Li+ ion transport can be provided via organic/inorganic electrolytes (liquid), gel-type, 

organic polymer electrolytes or inorganic polymer electrolytes (solid), while a high Li+ 

ion conductivity is desirable. For liquid organic electrolytes, the concentrated Li+ ion 

solutions are reached by using organic molecules with polar chemical bonds (e.g.  car-

bonyl (C=O), nitrile (C≡N) or ether-type (C-O)).[92] 

The most important properties for the electrolyte solutions are a maximized Li+ ion 

concentration, a high ionic conductivity and simultaneously a low viscosity. A mixture 

of linear and cyclic carbonates, e.g. ethylencarbonate (EC), dimethylcarbonate (DMC) 

or diethylcarbonate (DEC), with around 1 mol L-1 lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) 
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as conductive salt is a good compromise for reaching the described requirements. Pro-

pylene carbonate (PC) shows also a good compromise between high dielectric con-

stant and acceptable viscosity. Unfortunately, the off-plane methyl group at ring-posi-

tion four is the root cause for graphite exfoliation, due to solvent co-intercalation during 

high current densities (s. 1.1.7). 

Finally yet importantly, the electrolyte has to be chemically inert to all cell components 

over a wide potential window, to avoid side-reactions and be an electronic insulator to 

avoid cell self-discharge. All the mentioned properties should be constant over a wide 

range of cell operating conditions, e.g. temperature (-40 °C up to 100 °C).[92] 

As mentioned above, both graphite and Si as negative electrode active materials have 

operating potentials close to the Li/Li+ redox couple, which is beneficial for reaching 

high cell voltages, but comes with the disadvantages of electrolyte decomposition at 

the negative electrode. At this interface the decomposition products form the solid elec-

trolyte interphase (SEI), discussed in chapter 1.1.7. EC provides a very high dielectric 

constant and therefore high Li+ ion solubility. On the other hand, EC has a high viscos-

ity, reducing the mass transport itself. Mitigating the high viscosity of pure EC and in-

creasing the transport linear carbonates like DMC, DEC, or EMC are added to reduce 

the viscosity and increase transport properties.[92–94] 

1.1.6 Electrochemically inactive materials 

Across the process of electrode and cell manufacturing several electrochemical inac-

tive/passive materials are needed to get a working system at the end. Starting with the 

complete cell, cell housing can be processed from e.g. doubleside-polyamid coated 

aluminiumfoil (pouch cell). In hard-case cells, the cell housing is manufactured e.g. 

from Ni plated steel or Al, greatly depending on the application and cell process pa-

rameters. 

The separator ensures electrical insulation between positive and negative electrodes. 

Three-layer organic separators, consisting usually of polyethylene (PE) - polypropyl-

ene (PP) - polyethylene (PE), ensuring the electric insulation between both electrodes, 

while simultaneously providing enough porosity for Li+ ion transport in-between the 

electrodes. Furthermore, separators in LIBs not only ensure electric insulation and Li+ 

ion transport, however also the separator has to ensure the electrolyte availability in 

terms of solvent and conductive salt. Without proper electrolyte supply over the elec-

trochemically active surface area, degradation phenomena can occur leading to accel-

erated cell aging (s. 1.1.7). 

Sufficient mechanical contact of the active material to the current collector and between 

active material particles, is realized by different organic polymers e.g. carboxymethyl-

cellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene-rubber (SBR) for negative and polyvinyli-

dendifluoride (pVDF) for positive electrodes, respectively. Active materials for positive 

and negative electrodes, don´t have sufficiently high enough electric conductivity. 

Therefore, different carbon allotropes, like graphite or carbon black are added to in-

crease the conductivity. 
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For accessing electrical energy from outside, which is stored in the battery current 

collector foils are used, usually made from Cu (negative electrode, 6 – 20 µm) and Al 

foil (positive electrode, ~ 10 µm). 

1.1.7 Aging mechanism in LIBs 

Together with energy density, safety, and cost, lifetime is one of the key criteria’s for 

energy storage systems.[95] In LIBs several aging mechanism can occur, depending on 

the external applied operating conditions and materials. Most important to mention are 

the electrolyte decomposition reactions at the negative electrode interface. As already, 

mentioned graphite and Si are lithiated at potentials, in which the electrolyte is no 

longer stable and several reductive side reactions happen.[96] This initial film formation 

is a beneficial protection layer to inhibit further decomposition of the electrolyte on the 

negative electrode, called the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI).[97] The SEI has been 

widely investigated with several techniques to get further insights in structure-property 

relationships.[97–99] Desirable properties are simultaneous mechanical stability and flex-

ibility, to ensure no consecutive film formation and irreversible Li+ ion consumption. In 

contrast to graphite (or in general graphitic intercalation compounds) Si undergoes a 

periodic volumetric change during de- and lithiation,[65] increasing the requirements for 

mechanical stability of the SEI. If the initially formed SEI loses contact, highly reactive 

LixSiy alloy surfaces are exposed again, which promotes consecutive decomposition of 

electrolyte.[25,67,100,101] Secondary to consecutive film formation, periodic volume 

change sets high requirements to the contact between active material and current col-

lector. Decontacted active material doesn’t contributes to the cell capacity anymore 

and accelerates cell aging.[102–104] Furthermore, the SEI has to be electrically insulating, 

selective for and very good Li+ ion conductive. For Li+ diffusion, the thickness should 

be close to a few nanometers, the compounds should be insoluble in the electrolyte 

and the SEI has to tolerate a wide range of electrode potentials and temperatures 

without losing the described properties.[97] Since the harsh operating conditions of real-

life applications lead to continuous growth and therefore Li+ consumption, the SEI 

should be designed accordingly to the cell application.[36,105,106]  To achieve the desired 

SEI composition the usage of different electrolyte components is a prominent strategy, 

while reduction potential and reduction product are key characteristics. Aurbach et 

al.[107] described vinylenecarbonate (VC) as the right additive, since the resulting film 

on the negative electrode fulfills required properties for several operating conditions, 

sufficiently. This initial film formation is worsened and the continuous growth is en-

hanced, if the operating temperature is increased, resulting in increased charge-trans-

fer resistances and longer diffusion paths for Li+ ions at the SEI.[108] The Li+ depletion 

during consecutive film formation, increases cell impedance and reduces  energy and 

power density of the cell.[60,96,109–115] 

In addition to operating condition, also side-reactions at the positive electrode are ca-

pable of damaging the SEI. Transition metal ions, most prominent Mn2+ ions, can mi-

grate from the positive to the negative electrode, changing and therefore damaging the 

chemical composition of the SEI.[116] Transition metal dissolution occurs especially in 

spinel or layered transition metal oxides, introduced by the formation of hydrofluoric 

acid or too high potentials at the positive electrode.[96] 
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It is likely to understand, that the operating temperature influences reaction kinetics 

and aging mechanisms shown by Waldmann et al..[108] Low temperature cycling con-

ditions counteract the reactions kinetics of the Li+ intercalation into graphite resulting 

in higher overpotentials for these reactions. Considering the intercalation and alloying 

reactions of graphite and Si, a higher overpotential means a lower lithiation potential, 

more close to the Li/Li+ redox couple.[23] The negative electrode potential decreases 

not only with decreasing temperature but also with higher state-of-charge (SOC) and 

higher charging current, while all three parameters promote the Li metal deposition.[36] 

Taking a close look on material level, the intercalation/alloying reaction is a multistep 

reaction influenced by many parameters. Li+ ion mobility in the electrode composite 

must be ensured by control of electrode porosity and tortuosity. For each material, 

there is an intrinsic activation barrier for the lithiation, while the interaction energy be-

tween the graphite layers or the Si-Si binding energy contributes most to the activation 

barrier. For graphite itself, even spherical particles are not accessible isotropically for 

intercalation, since the Li+ can only enter the prismatic plane surface and not the basal 

plane surface (Figure 2). The LiPF6 ion pair is described as a solvent separated ion 

pair (SSIP).[92,117,118] Li+ ions are surrounded by a solvent shell, which has to be 

stripped off before the Li+ ions cross the SEI and intercalate between the graphene 

sheets. If the charging current is high enough or a strong coordinating solvent is used, 

the Li+ ion co-intercalates with solvent molecules (e.g. with PC as solvent), resulting in 

graphite exfoliation.[119] Slow Li+ ion diffusion along the electrode depth and inside the 

active material particles leads to a Li+ ion enrichment at the electrolyte||electrode inter-

face and at the particle surface, respectively. This Li+ ion enrichment leads to inhomo-

geneous charging, on electrode and particle level, leading to Li metal deposition pre-

dominant at the electrode||electrolyte interface.[36,120,121] Deposited Li metal leads to 

further electrolyte decomposition forming additional SEI.[122] Decomposition reactions 

of electrolyte with Li metal are usually exothermic. The generated heat can accelerate 

further decomposition, starting a self-aggravating process, which can results in a ther-

mal event. Li metal has the ability of chemical intercalation into graphite, while having 

direct contact leading to decontacted Li and therefore contributing to capacity 

loss.[123,124] The morphology of deposited metal, of course depends on several physical 

parameters, while a dendritic morphology is common. This structure, can lead to micro-

shortcuts between the electrodes promoting heat generation. The total heat generation 

from SEI formation and micro-shortcut could rise the temperature of the cell reaching 

the melting point of Li metal or inducing a thermal runaway, resulting in cell death.[21]   

1.2 GD-OES 

GD-OES, based on the Grimm-type plasma source[125] and Rowland circle spectrom-

eter design,[126] has a long history and a wide range of applications addressing many 

standard industrial tasks.[127] Practical applications started with the comparison of qual-

itative intensity profiles, while in parallel a lot of fundamental studies were performed 

to develop quantified multi-elemental depth profiles. Typical question addressed with 

the GD-OES technique are analysis of layered or coated materials.[128] With the Grimm-

type plasma source, all sample elements brought in the radiation source emitting their 

element-specific spectra. Therefore multielemental quantification is possible, without 

interference from other elements or molecular emission of two-/ or three-membered 
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fragments. The concentration (cn) of the element n in the analyzed sample is related 

to the detected specific elemental intensity (spectral line m, element n, intensity Inm) 

and therefore related to the density of radiating atoms in the plasma, eq. (7).[129]  

Inm = cn ∙ qb ∙ Rnm          (7) 

qb is called the sputtering rate, representing the mass loss in the analyzed sample 

segment b. The chemical composition of the sample affects the emission yield and 

therefore makes the calibration matrix dependent. Rnm describes this emission yield of 

the spectral line m of element n, depending on the atom and the instrument.[129] The 

use of this calibration makes the determination of the sputtering rates necessary. This 

limits this method to samples with unknown but very similar composition compared to 

the calibration samples, limiting the total applicability. Arne Bengtson, introduced in 

1994, a different method called the “intensity normalization” approach (eq. (8))[130] 

cn = knm ∙ Inm ∙ qref ∙ (qb)-1 - bnm         (8) 

This empirical approach resembles the normal calibration function, i.e. elemental con-

centration vs. the measured intensity. Introducing practical and analytical benefits, 

since only bulk samples with known sputtering rates (which are widely accessible) are 

necessary for calibration. The biggest advantage is the reduced scattering of the in-

tensities and the eliminated correlation of the sputtering rate change along different 

layers with unknown chemical composition. To the best of our knowledge, no commer-

cially available calibration samples for LIB electrode analysis with known sputtering 

rates are available. During the method development, Ar emission lines were employa-

ble as internal standard for the calibration of LIB electrodes (eq. (11)). This approach 

mitigates the sputtering rate variation along the sample depths with different chemical 

compositions in the aged LIB electrodes, while first results are shown in Richter et 

al..[131] The plasma used as radiation source in the GD-OES is usually generated by 

an electrical discharge. In this electrical field, the particles (charged molecular frag-

ments, atomic ions or electrons) move under the influence of an electrical field between 

electrodes, where several excitation and relaxation processes happen simultaneously. 

The measureable plasma current between the electrodes, is a result of the applied 

voltage in the gas-filled plasma source (Figure 3) due to following reasons[129]:  

(i) Electrons accelerated by voltage gain energy until they cause gas or sample 

ionization during collision. 

(ii) Secondary emission can appear when energy-rich ions collide with the sam-

ple/cathode and emit electrons. 

(iii) Field emission appears, if the binding energy of the electrons in the sam-

ple/cathode is surpassed (~107 V cm-1). 

(iv) With ongoing measurement the cathode/sample temperature can rise, which 

causes the emission of electrons or ions, called thermoemission.  
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of a double hollow Grimm-type plasma source incorporated in the glow 
discharge optical emission spectrometer used for the herein described experiments. Illustration repro-
duced with kind permission of © 2020 Spectruma Analytik GmbH.[132]  

Classical mechanical collision can be observed in the plasma. If the masses of the 

colliding particles are similar or equal, the transferred kinetic energy is close to half of 

the difference of the initial kinetic energy of the colliding particles.[133] 

Charge transfer processes during collision proceed in the plasma, while only little ki-

netic energy is transferred.[129] Elastic collisions are the simplest type of collision, since 

kinetic energy is conserved, however these type of collisions have a low probability, 

since the electrons and gas atoms (here ArH2 as analysis gas-mixture) have strongly 

different masses. Therefore, the inelastic electron impact ionization is the mechanism 

with the highest probability, in glow discharge processes under reduced pressure of 

noble gasses. In the electron impact ionization, a primary electron collides with a neu-

tral atom creating an ion and another electron.[134] These two electrons, the primary 

and the secondary, are accelerated by the applied plasma voltage multiplying the ion-

ization process maintaining the glow discharge. “Glow” in the glow discharge tech-

nique, results from the real glowing process during the measurement, due to the relax-

ation and recombination processes of ions and electrons. Beside the recombination of 

slow electrons with ions, a two-body recombination cannot appear due to momentum 

and energy conversion. Ions and electrons have positive masses and velocities, before 

and after collision, while their potential energy is decreased by the ionization energy. 

With this, there would be only negative values possible for the resulting velocity, which 

lacks of physical sense.[134] Taking into account a third participant in the recombination, 

both momentum and energy conversion are fulfilled. The probability for a three-body 

recombination increases with increasing pressure, since more gas atoms are present. 

At low gas pressures, also physical barriers of the spectrometer can work as third body.  
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1.3 Neutron diffraction 

Diffraction methods, using x-rays (x-ray diffraction (XRD)) or neutrons (neutron diffrac-

tion (ND)), are mainly used to study atomic structure of materials or compounds. Both 

experimental procedures make use of similar elastic scattering at periodic atomic or 

molecular arrangement in the same diffraction geometry. The most prominent physical 

difference between the x-ray and the neutron technique is within the sample interac-

tion. X-rays interact with the periodic arrangement of electron shells and neutrons in-

teract with the periodic arranged atom cores. Using neutrons instead of x-rays makes 

it possible to detect the structure of very light atoms, e.g. hydrogen (H) or Li  since the 

scattering factors don’t depend on the atomic number, however depend specifically on 

the each atom and even isotopes.[135] To reach sufficient diffractogram quality, neutron 

diffraction times are longer, compared to x-rays diffraction times and the sample sizes 

have to be bigger (mm-size for single crystals or g amount for powders) compared to 

XRD (max. 0.5 mm for single crystals or mg amount for powders).[135–137] 

To receive satisfactory diffraction patterns, the sample has to fulfill a certain degree of 

crystallinity. The ideal case is a single crystal, while with more defects or reduced crys-

tallinity the signal to noise ratio aggravates. Transferring this to a structural level means 

that atoms or molecules need to have both a periodic short- and long-range order. To 

describe the crystal structure, it is sufficient to know the smallest repeating unit present 

in the structure, called unit cell. Using geometric operations, e.g. translation, rotation, 

screwing or reflection the unit cell can display to complete crystal structure. 

The periodic arrangement of atoms or molecules creates a finite number of parallel 

lattice planes, where the incoming neutrons are diffracted and interfere with each other. 

The positive interference of the diffracted neutrons results in defined reflexes, while 

negative interference leads to annihilation of reflexes. Analysis of the detected reflexes 

and reconstruction requires a mathematical description. The lattice planes are de-

scribed with a coordinate system and originating from the crystal structure. The recip-

rocal value of the point of intersection with each axis of the coordinate system is called 

Miller indices (zero if no intersection occurs). The theoretical construct of Miller planes 

in combination with the Bragg law (eq. (9)) is used to explain the diffraction pattern.[137] 

W. L. Bragg presented a descriptive geometric interpretation of radiation scattering, in 

1912. A selective group of lattice planes, described with the Miller indices h, k, l and 

the intermediate distance dhkl, diffracts a monochromatic neutron beam. The group of 

lattice planes has a constant distance dhkl, while the neutron beam penetrates the crys-

tal in further depth, traveling a longer distance (Figure 4, green). If this distance, is an 

integer multiple of the incoming wavelength, the interference of the diffracted neutrons 

is constructive.[136] 

n ∙  λ = 2 ∙ dhkl sin (Θ)         (9) 
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Figure 4. Geometric illustration of neutron diffraction on a group of lattice planes. Illustration according 
to Spieß et al..[137] 
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2. Objective 
 

The thesis is performed within the project “Lithium-Ionen-Batterie aus Deutscher 

Wertschöpfung – Vom Material zur Zelle” (LIB.DE), funded by the Federal ministry for 

economic affairs and energy (BMWi) under grant agreement n° 03ET6081A. This pro-

ject aimes, to develop high-energy automotive cells, with nickel-rich positive electrodes 

and Si/C composite negative electrodes. Cells with next generation materials could 

improve the range of electric cars and attract therefore both research facilities, material 

suppliers and industry. 

The scientific part of this work wants to explore the film formation, side-reactions and 

interaction of Si containing composite materials. Initial and consecutive film formation 

during cycling, as consequence due to the periodic volume change of Si, is one of the 

most severe aging mechanism reducing drastically the cell lifetime and performance. 

To meet this problem and characterize this aging phenomena, the GD-OES depth pro-

filing method will be further developed and applied to Si/C composite negative elec-

trodes to investigate the elemental distribution and film formation.[131,138] Key strategy 

for lifetime improvement is to inhibit the consecutive decomposition of the electrolyte. 

Additionally, a more detailed correlation between the negative electrode potential and 

the depth profiles could give deeper insights into the reversibility and parasitic charac-

ter of the compounds formed on the Si particles. On top to the consecutive electrolyte 

reduction, the porosity reduction during cycling inhibits proper electrolyte supply, intro-

ducing inhomogeneous usage of the electrode, while the quantification of both mech-

anism will be investigated with GD-OES depth profiling in self-processed prototype 

cells.[139]  

Additionally it is very likely to understand, that mitigation strategies for aging phenom-

ena are accessible by tracking not only the side reactions but also the chemical state 

of Li+ ions in the active material. Therefore, the second part of this work focuses on the 

Li+/0 distribution in the composite materials under certain aging conditions. Low tem-

peratures or high currents, or both in combination, opens the thermodynamic pathway 

for Li metal deposition. The reactive Li metal, offers new surface for electrolyte decom-

position and major uncertainties regarding cell safety. Facing these problems, this work 

will also focus further on the time dependent interaction of Li metal with graphite and 

Si/C composites negative electrodes, to investigate the influence of Si in this interac-

tion.[140,141] Additional to the reactivity of Li metal, the irreversible loss of Li+ ions re-

duces cell lifetime. Li metal deposition as aging mechanism will be addressed by the 

GD-OES technique in terms of quantification and depth distribution of the Li metal in 

Si/C composite electrodes. 

This work also tries to address industrial relevant topics. Therefore, the aging mecha-

nism will be investigated in self-processed research cells, with next generation elec-

trode compositions and state-of-the-art commercial cells. Characteristics for industrial 

standards are areal mass loadings, composite densities, active material contents and 

a certain Ni stoichiometry in the positive electrode active material. For a real contribu-

tion to the aging mechanism of these promising next generation systems, both devel-

opment states of cells are necessary to investigate. 
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3. Experimental Part 

3.1 Quantified depth profile analysis 

3.1.1 Preparation of reference samples 

The calibration of the GD-OES method was achieved by using a variety of 

LiH2PO4/SiO2
 and Si/C composite materials with known composition in water based 

slurry preparation. These Si/C coatings simulate real anode materials by variation of 

Li, P, O, and Si wt.-% in graphite matrices. To avoid matrix effects, the Si/C composite 

coatings have similar chemical compositions and porosities like real electrodes. 

LiH2PO4 (different amounts) was dissolved in 10 mL distilled water. The powders, 

graphite, Si-source and CMC (different amounts) were mixed dry with a spatula until a 

homogenous power mixture was reached. The dry powders were mixed 1 h 45 min 

with a dissolver blade at 300 rpm, while stepwise adding the 10 mL of LiH2PO4 solution 

at 20 °C. After complete addition, further water was added while the slurry was contin-

uously mixed for 2 h with 500 rpm at 20 °C. For reference sample processing, further 

water was added under continuous mixing until a slurry density of  ≈ 1.2 g cm-3 was 

reached. A 50 wt.-% SBR dispersion in water (different amounts) was added in one-

step while the slurry was mixed again for 2 h 30 min with 100 rpm at 20 °C. The slurry 

was coated on dendritic Cu foil, using a doctor blade with 200 µm wet film thickness 

and dried afterwards at 40 °C for ~ 20 h. After drying the reference samples were 

calandered with 8 N mm-1 at 40 °C to reach electrode densities of ~ 1.3 g cm-3. The 

different elemental amounts are listed in Table 1 in wt.-%. Sample 19 is a Si wafer and 

sample 24 is a Cu metal piece.  
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Table 1. Elemental amounts of the reference samples used for the calibration of the GD-OES. 

Sample C Li H P O Si 
1 93.97 0.20 0.33 0.89 4.60 0.00 
2 90.97 0.40 0.38 1.79 6.45 0.00 
3 87.97 0.60 0.44 2.68 8.30 0.00 
4 85.97 0.73 0.48 3.28 9.53 0.00 
5 83.57 0.88 0.55 3.94 11.06 0.00 
6 84.83 0.80 0.50 3.57 10.29 0.00 
7 85.48 0.75 0.49 3.37 9.91 0.00 
8 92.47 0.33 0.43 1.49 5.28 0.00 
9 87.47 0.67 0.52 2.98 8.36 0.00 

10 82.47 1.00 0.62 4.47 11.44 0.00 
11 77.47 1.34 0.72 5.96 14.52 0.00 
12 93.96 0.00 0.39 0.00 3.78 1.87 

13 85.97 0.10 0.30 0.45 8.74 4.44 

14 78.97 0.20 0.33 0.89 12.59 7.01 

15 74.97 0.30 0.36 1.34 14.85 8.18 

16 75.47 0.10 0.30 0.45 14.33 9.35 

17 71.96 0.07 0.41 0.30 15.58 11.69 

18 23.19 0.00 0.47 0.00 41.20 35.14 

19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 99.99 

20 87.36 0.00 0.26 0.00 1.10 11.28 

21 86.43 0.00 0.33 0.00 2.21 11.04 

22 96.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 3.25 0.00 

23 96.20 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

24 99.99  Cu     

25 73.53 0.00 0.27 0.00 4.30 21.90 

26 27.12 0.89 0.39 0.00 4.10 67.50 

27 27.12 0.89 0.39 0.00 4.10 67.50 

  

3.1.2 GD-OES 

GD-OES was used to record elemental depth profiles from negative electrode surface 

to a certain electrode depth or to the Cu current collector. The GD-OES analysis was 

carried out using a GDA750 device (Spectruma). A radio frequency (2501 Hz) method 

was used, while applying 550 V discharge voltage and a gas pressure of 2 hPa. A 

mixture of 1 vol.-% of H2 in Ar (6.0 purity) was used as analysis gas. For the wavelength 

detection, the following element specific wavelengths were used: H (121.56 nm), O 

(130.21 nm), C (156.14 nm), P (178.28 nm), Si (288.15 nm), and Li (670.78 nm) with 

a max. resolution of ± 10 pm. The elemental intensity of calibration samples was de-

tected three times 60s long, after pre-sputtering the surface for 15s, while the mean 

value of these were taken for calibration. To prevent reaction of the atmosphere with 

the negative electrode, an airtight sample chamber was used to transfer to sample 

from the glove box to the GD-OES.  

CCD spectra were recorded using the same plasma conditions like the elemental depth 

profiles, while 200 µs duty cycle and 100 ms accumulation time where applied. 
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3.2 Electrode preparation 

Negative electrode preparation was performed with pure graphite, and two different 

Si/C composites to prepare graphite and Si dominant electrodes, respectively. An over-

view for the self-process electrodes is given in Table 2. CMC was provided by Nippon, 

SBR was provided by Zeon, and Imerys provided Super-C. 

Table 2. Overview of recipes and electrode parameter of the negative electrodes used. 

 
Si/C Graphite 

dominant 

Si/C Si domi-

nant 

Active material [wt.-%] 94 92 

CMC [wt.-%] 2 4 

SBR [wt.-%] 2 2 

Super-C [wt.-%] 2 2 

Mass loading [mg cm-2] 5.16 5.55 

Areal capacity [mAh cm-2] 2.70 2.86 

Density [g cm-3] 1.32 0.91 

 

Positive electrode preparation was performed with LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 as active mate-

rial (94 wt.-%), pVDF (Solvay) (2 wt.-%) as binder material, SuperP-Li (2 wt.-%) and 

SuperC (2 wt.-%) (both Imerys) as conductive additive. 

All three slurry’s were coated using a pilot-line coating line (LACOM GmbH, Germany) 

onto Al foil (15 µm), resulting in an total mass loading of 15 mg cm-2 electrode compo-

site, which equals 2.46 mAh cm-2. After calandering the density of the positive elec-

trode reached 3.2 g cm-3. 

The pilot-line uses a comma bar system for coating and a drying line of eight meter in 

length subdivided in four oven sections. 

3.3 Pouch cell preparation 

Lithium ion battery pouch cells were processed from calandered electrodes in a dry 

room (dew point Tdew ~ -65 °C). The electrodes were punched mechanically to the 

following areas of the negative electrode was (65 ∙ 40) mm2 = 2600 mm2 and of the 

positive electrode (63 ∙ 38) mm2 = 2393 mm2, respectively. Before further processing 

the electrodes were dryed at T = 120 °C, p ~ 10-3 mbar for 16 h. For single layer pouch 

cells, one electrode each were winded manually, using Celgard 2325 (organic, trilayer) 

as separator. Ni current collector tabs (negative electrode) and Al current collector tabs 

(positive electrode) were connected to the respective electrodes by ultrasound welding 

and the electrode stack was sealed in polyamide coated Al bags. Before filling and 

sealing the cell, the stack was dried again at T = 80 °C, p ~ 10-3 for 16 h and afterwards 

filled with 900 µL electrolyte. The electrolyte was provided by BASF and the chemical 

composition is as follows: EC:DEC 3:7 vol.-%, 10 wt.-% FEC and 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 as 

conductive salt.   
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3.4 Neutron diffraction 

Operando neutron data were collected at the material science diffractometer Stress-

Spec (FRM II, Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum, and TU München). A Ge (511) mono-

chromator was used to obtain the wavelength of 2.118 Å, determined using the NIST 

SRM 640d Si standard powder. The detected range was chosen to be 24° < 2Θ < 38° 

to cover all stages of graphite (002) reflections during lithiation including the LiC12 (002) 

reflection with 2Θ= 35.317(9)° and LiC6 (001) reflection with 2Θ= 33.553(3)°. Diffrac-

tion data were recorded with an accumulation time of 3 min during active electrochem-

ical operation and during relaxation periods. The complete diffractograms were rec-

orded by merging neutron data obtained in several steps while moving the detector in 

2Θ = 10° steps with an accumulation time of 10 min.  

For low temperature measurements, cells were fixed to a sample stick and inserted 

into the sample tube of a liquid refrigerant free closed cycle CCR-type cryostat. With 

this specially designed rotation sample stick, the sample position can be matched to 

the neutron beam by a simple height adjustment at the bottom part of the sample stick. 

For temperature regulation of the cell, a Lakeshore temperature controller, sensors 

and heater attached to the sample tube were used.  

The raw data correction and reduction were carried out with the StressTextureCalcu-

lator (STeCa) software.[142] Thereafter integral reflection intensities of evolving LiC12 

(002) and LiC6 (001) reflections were extracted by fitting them with pseudo Voigt pro-

files. 

We note that in rare cases outliers were detected for integrated intensities. The outlin-

ers are in the data itself and possible reasons for these outliers are data acquisition 

issues at pattern edges and sporadic errors of the neutron detector. The fitting proce-

dure can thus be excluded as source for outliers. Outliers are marked in faded col-

ors.[140] 

3.5 Electrochemical testing 

The investigated commercial cells have a typical capacity of 2.5 Ah and voltage range 

of 2.0 – 4.2 V. Cell mass m = (48.78 ± 0.08) g, voltage U = (3.470 ± 0.004) V, and 

internal resistance Ri = 10.5 ± 0.2 mΩ (Hioki, 1kHz) for a batch of 30 cells showed the 

high quality and the suitability of cells for further tests. Cell aging was performed by 

BaSyTech CTS or Maccor 4200 test setup, while the voltage window and the applied 

current were used as specified on the data sheet, if not labeled otherwise in this work.  

For the electrochemical operation during neutron diffraction, a VMP/Z electrochemical 

workstation (BioLogic VSP potentiostat) was used. The charging C-rate and tempera-

ture varied according to the experimental procedure. For discharging a rate of 1 C with 

1 h relaxation time was used.  

Formation of research pouch cells (two and three electrode setup) was done by using 

a Maccor 4200 test setup, performing three cycles with C/10 between 3.0 – 4.2 V 
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CCCV (CV until I < C/20 or t < 2 h) after 12 h of soaking time at room temperature. The 

ageing was performed between 3.0 – 4.2 V with C/3 at room temperature, as long not 

stated otherwise.  

Temperature dependent measurements were performed using a CTS T-40 tempera-

ture chamber. 

3.6 Cell opening 

The cell opening and post-mortem analysis was performed directly after aging of cells, 

to ensure representative results. Both cylindrical and research pouch cells were 

opened inside an Ar filled glovebox to ensure no reaction with ambient gas atmos-

phere. The negative electrodes were cut mechanically in two parts and one half was 

dip-washed three times for 60s in DMC. Both unwashed and washed negative elec-

trodes were used for further analysis. 

3.7 SEM investigations 

Cross-sections of anodes were generated with a broad ion beam milling system (Hita-

chi IM4000 Plus, 5 kV acceleration voltage, 1.5 kV discharge voltage, 30° swing angle, 

milling time: 2.75h). The electrodes were imaged by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) using a LEO 1530 VP (Zeiss) with a LEO Gemini thermal field emission column 

and analyzed by applying energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) (X-max 50, 

Aztec Advanced Software, Oxford Instruments). An electron beam energy of 4 kV was 

chosen for EDX measurements of the calibration samples. To obtain elemental map-

ping of Si, C, and O an electron energy of 10 kV was selected. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Quantitative depth profiling of Si/C composites 

4.1.1 Operative measurement conditions  

In state of the art plasma discharge conditions, an influence of small amounts of H2 in 

the discharge gas, have a significant influence on the emission intensity of several 

elements, e.g. the Si emission line at  = 288.15 nm.[143,144] More accurately, the sput-

tering rate for pure metallic Si is reduced, however the emission yield increases.[144] 

Therefore the plasma current decreases with increasing H2 content. Up to a certain 

small amount (0-1 vol.-%) of H2 the reduced sputtering rates (sputtering rate per unit 

discharge current) show no significant variation.[145] Fernandez et al. reported the in-

fluence of the volumetric H2 content in the discharge gas on the Si 288.15 nm emission 

intensity. Adding 1 vol.-% of H2 increased the emission intensity the most, in the tested 

range.[144] One of the pronounced benefits of the glow discharge technique are the 

larger erosion rates, compared to e.g. XPS. In addition, by adding molecular gases like 

H2 and O2 the erosion rates differ from those using pure Ar. Both Fernandez and Taka-

hara et al.[34,146] reported the influence of different amounts of O2, N2 and H2 on glass 

and electrode samples. Takahara et al. described the ten-fold erosion rate on graphite 

samples with adding molecular oxygen to the discharge gas. On the negative side of 

adding O2, is the decreased depth resolution and the concave crater characteristics, 

which is not conducive for precise electrode analysis. Both groups described the lower 

erosion rates by using molecular H2 in the discharge gas, with simultaneous increases 

depth resolution and flat crater shapes. In conclusion, 1-vol.-% H2 in Ar is suitable for 

analyzing insulating, porous Si/C composite samples from LIBs. The reduced sputter-

ing rates, resulting in better depth resolution and the increased emission yield, resulting 

in better detection limits for Si and the flat crater shape increase the quality of the 

resulting quantitative depth profiles. The H2 influence depends on the selective emis-

sion lines and the matrix itself can differ within one element itself. 

For the right choice of emission lines, the influence of H2 on different Si emission lines 

was studied in this thesis. Figure 5a-c show the most intense Si emission lines. In the 

range of 252 nm (Figure 5a) several Si emission lines can be obtained, which are well 

separated from the Ar emission lines (indicated with *). The displayed spectra were 

obtained after 30 s of plasma preglow; therefore, no surface contamination is expected. 

It is clearly visible that the intensity of all Si emission lines (Figure 5a) increases by the 

use of H2. The intensity influence on these Si emissions hinders the use of these Si 

emission lines for a stable calibration, since changing H or H2 amounts along the sam-

ple depth would distort the Si emission intensity. For both the range around 288 nm 

and 390 nm (Figure 5b+c), no direct influence of the H2 on the Si emission intensities 

could be observed. Secondly, it is highly important, that the used Si emission line for 

quantification does not overlap with other emission lines, originating from different el-

ements or molecular fragments. Figure 5d shows an excerpt of a broadband detected 

unwashed negative electrode surface, while several emissions lines are visible. The 

well-known SEI on the negative electrode consists of several different molecules con-

taining C-O, C=O, C-H, C-C, and O-H bonds. For extant electrolyte, additives and their 
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corresponding decomposition products C=C, C-N, and C=N bonds are possible. The 

emission of these molecular fragments, overlap with the Si emission lines in this region. 

Therefore, also the Si emission lines at 390.54 and 391.21 nm are not feasible. 

 

Figure 5. Excerpts of important Si emission lines, recorded at 550 V, 2 hPa and 2501 Hz (200 µs duty 
cycle) after 30 s of plasma preglow in the ranges of a) 250 - 254 nm b) 287.5 - 289.0 nm c) 389 - 392 
nm. d) Excerpt of a molecular emission spectra of an unwashed negative electrode surface recorded 
at the same discharge conditions with ArH2 (1 vol.-% H2). The stars (*) label Ar emission lines.  

For the described reasons, first the overlap with and intensity variation originating from 

Ar emission lines and second the dominant presence of molecular emission bands in 

the range of 390 nm Si emissions in this range are not appropriate for calibration. In 

contrast to that, the Si emission line at 288.13(5) nm (Lit.: 288.1579 nm),[146] shows a 

reasonable intensity, is well separated from Ar and molecular fragment emissions and 

was therefore selected as emission line for calibration. 
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4.1.2 Measurement of Si/C reference samples 

The detecable intensity of each element in the corresponding sample, depends not 

only on the sputtering conditions, however also on the matrix in which the elements 

are embedded. Dreer et al. described this matrix dependency for the Si 288.13 nm 

emission line.[147] Measuring several silicon nitrides and oxides, the Si intensity 

increased with the O intensity, while the N emission intensity was found to be 

independent from the matrix composition. To reduce the intensity and errosion rate 

varitation, Dreer et al. used Ar emission lines as internal reference.[147] Similar results 

were found by Gonzalez-Gago et al..[148] They showed a matrix dependency of O 

calibration in Al, Cu, and Mg, referencing the O 130.22 nm emission line to a suitable 

corresponding matrix emission line. Therefore the reference samples used in this 

study, have to cover 0-100 wt.-% Si content, to avoid the need for extrapolation and to 

performe the analysis without effects from different matrixes. 

To cover most of the possible Si/C composite electrodes, namely graphite (C wt.-% > 

50) and Si dominant (Si wt.-% > 50) electrodes in this thesis, SiO2, nano-Si and 

LiH2PO4, as well as a Si waver were used for calibration. To perform a succesfull 

calibration, the calibration function was changed from eq. (10) to eq. (11) proposed by 

A. Bengtson.[130]  

Ci = a ∙  Ji + b          (10) 

Ci = a ∙  
Ji

JM
+ b          (11) 

While, Ci represents the concentration of each element i, a corresponds to the slope 

of the calibration, Ji to the intensity of the element i, JM to the intensity of matrix element 

M and b corresponds to the y-axis intersection. To avoid matrix specific changes in 

intensities, from graphite to Si dominant samples and to avoid changes in errosion 

rates, each elemental intensity was referenced to a matrix intensity JM (Table 3). 

Assuming linear correlation between errosion rate and elemental intensity, the use of 

Ar internal standard is possible.[133]  

Table 3. Calibrated elements i, with their corresponding wavelength i and reference element M, with 

their reference wavelength M, respectively. 

Element i i [nm] Reference M M [nm] 
Cu 327.39 Ar 763.51 
Li 670.78 Ar 763.51 
C 156.14 Ar 727.29 
O 130.21 Ar 763.51 
P 178.28 Ar 763.51 
H 121.56 - - 
Si 288.15 Ar 763.51 

 

To perform a stable calibration according to eq. (11), the concentration of the reference 

element must not change. To cover graphite dominant as well as Si dominant elec-

trodes both intensities are expected to vary upon processing and aging. Therefore, 

neither C nor Si could serve as reference element.  On the other hand, the intensity of 
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Ar as main plasma gas stays constant, independently of the main matrix element and 

can therefore serve as reference element. 

The C rich matrices show some special features, which made it necessary to choose 

a different Ar emission line as references. Preferential sputtering of C atoms and dif-

ferent emission yields under certain plasma conditions[34,36] or  at interfaces, e.g. at the 

C||Cu interface (Richter et al. Figure 2b[131]), made the different Ar emission line as 

reference for C reasonable. 

4.1.3 Hydrogen effect on electrochemically operated negative elec-

trodes 

As described in chapter 3.1 molecular H2, or H atoms can influence the intensity of 

elemental emissions lines, while the intensity influence differs with the energy of the 

emission line itself. Aged negative electrodes operated in LIBs, show film formation 

and side-reactions. There a constant H wt.-% distribution across the sample depth can 

hardly be expected. Figure 6 shows the quantified depth profiles of a Si/C composite 

electrode in the unwashed (Figure 6a) and washed state (Figure 6b), within the first 

200 nm. Until a decreasing and stable value of H wt.-% is reached, the Si wt.-% is 

influenced which is marked in orange (Figure 6). Since only the intensity of the Si 

288.13 nm emission line is affected however not the shape of the Si wt.-% distribution, 

therefore the depth profiles are reliable. With constant shape of the influenced region, 

the intensity could be corrected to lower values, admittedly no prove could be found 

for this region.  

 

Figure 6. Quantified multi-elemental depth distribution of an exemplary Si/C composite electrode to 
demonstrate the influence of surface H (highlighted in orange) on the distribution of Si in a) + c) un-
washed and b) + d) washed state. While c) and d) show the same measurements in a wider range.  
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Beside the influence of surface H, which influences the Si wt.-% distribution, the deeper 

reached Si maximum, is not influenced by surface or plasma gas H. This can be seen 

with taking a closer look further into depth profiles, shown in Figure 6c and d. The H-

effected region is marked again in orange, while the Si distribution especially the Si 

maxima 0.3 µm (unwashed) and 0.18 µm (washed) are not effected by H. In combina-

tion with the interrupted sputtering reported in Richter et al.[138] the detected Si maxima 

can be addressed to a Si related property of Si/C composite electrodes and therefore 

as no measurement artifact.  

4.1.4 Depth resolution and reproducibility 

For precise analysis of layered materials using a sputtering process, two important 

parameters are depth resolution and reproducibility. These key parameters are prob-

lematic for aged negative LIB electrodes, since the thickness of SEI and the electrode 

porosity could change with aging, especially for Si containing electrodes.[139] Figure 7 

shows the quantified depth profiles of four cells after aging in pair. Both the quantified 

depth profiles of the cells aged at 25 °C and 45 °C, show especially for greater elec-

trode depths (d > 0.5 µm) nearly congruent element distributions for the elements Li, 

P, and H, in a) and Li, O, H, Si, and C in b).  

 

Figure 7. Quantified multi-elemental depth distribution of four different cells aged in pair at two different 
conditions in a) 25 °C, symmetrical C/3 CCCV with CV until t = 2h, 3.0 – 4.2 V b) 45 °C with their 
respective negative electrode images after cell opening in c) 25 °C and d) 45 °C. 

All four images of aged electrodes in Figure 7c and d show their inhomogeneity, while 

this is more pronounced after 45 °C aging. SEM investigations show, that this inhomo-

geneity originates from the contact loss between the active material particle and the 

current collector (Figure 8). The pure black spots on the electrodes show no contact 
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loss (Figure 8a), while the white (Figure 8b) and the orange stained spots (Figure 8c) 

show increasing contact loss until the Cu current collector is visible. To ensure com-

parable measurements conditions during depth profiling, all four samples originate 

from black spots of the electrodes. Considering the sample origin, the different ele-

mental distribution for O and Si for the aged cells at 25 °C, could anyway result from 

inhomogeneous aging regarding the electrode areas. The SEM investigations, did not 

give further insights in possible origins of the depth profiles. Changes in SEI composi-

tion, thickness, or composite composition could be a possible origin for the differences 

in the depth profiles.  

 

Figure 8. SEM pictures taken from the electrode aged at 25 °C, after washing and air contact. a) Black 

spot b) spot with white stain c) spot with orange stain. 

As described in Richter et al.[138] during electrochemical operation O rich Li-silicates 

form in side reactions. Since both cells show a similar state-of-health (SOH), 89.30% 

and 89.27%, capacity fading seems not be the reason. However rather chemical 

changes within the SEI, or stronger Si related degradation, could be. Both electrodes 

aged at 45 °C, show more severe aging, ending with 70.50% (Figure 7b solid line, 

Figure 7d left) and 65.62% SOH (Figure 7b dashed line, Figure 7d right). The largest 

difference is visible for the P wt.-% distribution. Simultaneous higher Li and P concen-

trations can indicate more residual conductive salt, as well as their decomposition prod-

ucts. The first 0.5 µm of the electrodes show bigger differences in elemental distribu-

tion. These differences in the electrode depth (0-0.5 µm) can originate from different 

aging rates or side reactions, leading to different chemical composition of SEI and dif-

ferences in compound amounts. In conclusion, the spatial inhomogeneity, especially 

the different regions of decontacted particles indicate different porosities within the Si/C 

composite electrodes. These spatial differences in sample density result in different 

erosion rates and therefore a change in elemental depth distribution, influencing the 

depth resolution. Shimizu et al.[149] reach atomic monolayer depth resolution by ana-

lyzing a thiourea-threated surface using GD-OES, while here depth resolution varies 

between 32 nm and 92 nm.  
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4.1.5 Influence of the negative electrode potential 

Consecutive electrolyte decomposition on Si/C composite materials results in a grow-

ing film. Several reaction paths are possible and SEI molecules formed on those com-

posites are similar, resulting in a difficult differentiation. Further as demonstrated in 

Richter et al.[140] due to different operating potentials, reaction types and intrinsic bind-

ing nature of Si and graphite the Li distribution in the lithiated negative electrode com-

posite is not easy to determine and influences film formation. While side-reactions dur-

ing lithiation of graphite are widely investigated,[23,53,95,96,150] corresponding side-reac-

tions on Si related materials is not completely resolved yet. One important intrinsic 

property of Si is the formation of a stable porous oxide layer, which grows continuously 

with time, when oxygen and moisture are present.[151,152] Negative electrodes in state-

of-the-art LIB are water processed, resulting in contact of Si/C materials with water, 

oxygen and mechanical stress during mixing. The surface oxidation of Si introduces 

side-reactions forming lithiumsilicates with different composition described by Richter 

et al.[131,138,140] and other groups.[153–155] Si metalloid as well as SiOx are electrochemi-

cally active, while especially SiOx forms lithiumsilicates (LixSiyOz) during lithiation in a 

conversion type reaction.[156,157] Similar to the compounds in the classical graphitic SEI, 

the same conditions can be set to lithiumsilicates, formed on Si particles. Most promi-

nent the lithiumsilicates should be Li+ ion conductive to provide sufficiently high lithia-

tion kinetics.[158] Widely accepted lithiumsilicates are Li4SiO4, Li2SiO3 and Li2Si2O5 

while several other stoichiometry’s are possible, depending on the electrode poten-

tial.[159] Most of the lithiumsilicates have been shown to be Li+-ion conductive, while 

Li2O is two orders of magnitudes higher Li+ ion conductive compared to Li4SiO4.[158] 

Li4SiO4 forms already at high negative electrode potentials during lithiation, while it is 

stable until high negative electrode potentials during delithiation, trapping Li+ ions and 

contributing to capacity fade. Yasuda et al.[159] showed the thermodynamic criteria for 

the formation of different lithiumsilicates. Li4SiO4 was reported to be irreversibly formed 

at 973 mV vs. Li/Li+.[160] Figure 9 shows the Si in a) and Li in b) wt.-% distribution over 

the first 2.5 µm of the Si/C negative electrode, while their corresponding full cell dis-

charge voltage and discharge negative electrode potential are shown in c) and d), re-

spectively. Several three-electrode cells were processed and cycled symmetrically fifty 

times with C/3, between 3.0 – 4.2 V with changing end of discharge voltage according 

to the figure legend after cycling. Discharging galvanostatically three times to 3.0 V, 

2.7 V and potentiostatic discharge at 3.0 V don´t show conspicuities. Although during 

the third discharge to 2.7 V cell voltage, the thermodynamic criteria for the decompo-

sition of Li4SiO4 is reached (Ea = 975.9 mV vs. Li/Li+). 
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Figure 9. Quantified Si and Li depth profiles of unwashed Si/C negative electrodes in a) and b) respec-
tively. Corresponding discharge curves of these electrodes with cell voltage and negative electrode po-
tential in c) and d) respectively. 

During multiple galvanostatic discharge to 2.5 V cell voltage, in every discharge step 

the negative electrode potential increases significantly above 973 mV vs. Li/Li+ (up to 

1172.8 mV vs. Li/Li+). Noticeable here is the decreased Li elemental distribution (Fig-

ure 9b green) up to 0.75 µm and shows higher amounts in further depths of the elec-

trode compared to the other three discharge conditions. Reaching anode potentials far 

above the thermodynamic criteria of 973 mV vs. Li/Li+, could start the decomposition 

reaction (12).  

Li4SiO4  Li2SiO3 + 0.5 O2 + 2 Li+ + 2 e-      (12) 

The Li+ ions and electrons extracted from this reaction could react further in different 

ways. First eq. (13) shows the instant recombination between the formed oxygen and 

the extracted Li+ ions and electrons forming Li2O, which would be beneficial for Li+ 

diffusion.  

0.5 O2 + 2 Li+ + 2 e-  Li2O        (13) 

On the other hand, reaction pathway (14) could introduce consecutive problems. At 

first sight, the reaction of Li+ ions and electrons with the positive electrode material 

seems to be beneficial (eq. (14)). 

2 Li+ + 2 e- + LixNi4+
0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2  Lix+2Ni2+

0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2   (14) 
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Eq. (14) is reversible and doesn´t contribute to cell aging. Parallel to eq. (14) the jointly 

formed 0.5 O2 could react with other cell components, e.g. LiPF6 or residual lithiated 

active material contributing on these pathways to cell aging. The second striking fea-

ture of Li elemental distribution (Figure 9d green) is the increased Li amount below 

0.75 µm electrode depth. Eq. (15) and (16) describe the further Li+ extraction reaction 

from different silicates. The thermodynamic criteria for both reactions happened at 

1.406 V and 1.428 V vs. Li/Li+ respectively.[159]  

2 Li2SiO3  Li2Si2O5 + 0.5 O2 + 2 Li+ + 2 e-       (15) 

Li2Si2O5  2 SiO2 + 0.5 O2 + 2 Li+ + 2 e-      (16) 

Not only are those negative electrode potentials not reached during discharging down 

to 2.5 V cell voltage, however also Li+ ion extraction from lithiumsilicates decreases 

the activity of the Li+ ions (aLi) by eight orders of magnitude.[159] Reduced Li+ ion activity, 

results in reduced Li+ ion diffusion inside the formed filmed, which possibly introduces 

a blocking layer on the Si particles for further electrochemical operation. Furthermore, 

the discharge to 2.5 V increases the Li wt.-% distribution at greater electrode depths 

(d > 0.75 µm), compared to the other mentioned discharge conditions. At the reactive 

electrolyte||negative electrode interface, the Li+ ions are predominantly extracted, de-

creasing the aLi and therefore reducing the Li+ ion flux at greater electrode depths. 

Regarding several reactions, e.g. SEI formation[120,161] or Li metal deposition,[162,163] the 

electrolyte||negative electrode interface has been proven as reactive inter-

face,[95,109,138,140,141,164,165] which is in good agreement with the reactivity found in this 

study. 

Summarizing this section, it would be highly desirable to extract the Li+ ions from the 

lithium silicates, to provide them for further cycling.[95] Secondly, the lithiumsilicates, 

trap many Li+ ions per Six+ ion contributing a lot to the irreversible capacity loss and 

thirdly the Li+ ion extraction form the lithiumsilicates could release molecular oxygen, 

which is highly reactive towards several cell components. Therefore, the negative elec-

trode potential at the end of delithiation is a very important parameter for material sta-

bility and cell performance. 
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4.1.6 Influence of low operating temperatures 

Limited Li+ ion diffusion, inside the particles and along the electrode depth, results in 

Li metal deposition as discussed in chapter 1.1.7. Figure 10a shows the quantified 

depth profile of a low temperature operated Si/C composite negative electrode, with its 

corresponding SEM image in Figure 10b.  

 

Figure 10. a) Quantified depth profile of an unwashed negative electrode, after cycling at 0 °C symmet-
rically with 1C, CCCV between 3.0 – 4.2 V. b) SEM image of the same electrode after washing and air 
contact.  

During lithiation of the negative electrode at low temperatures or high current densities 

(both conditions were applied here), the negative electrode potential reaches values 

below zero vs. Li/Li+, making Li metal deposition thermodynamically possible. The 

amount and the distribution of Limetal is detectable by applying some assumptions de-

scribed in eq. (17) – (19). The detected wt.-% distribution of Li is a combination of all 

Li sources (Limeasured) present in the unwashed negative electrode. In general, Li is 

present in the SEI molecules (LiSEI) and in residual conductive salt (LiLiPF6
). If both 

contributions are subtracted from the Limeasured the residual distribution can be ad-

dressed to Limetal (eq. (17)).  

Limetal =  Limeasured −  LiSEI −  LiLiPF6
       (17) 

Residual conductive salt and therefore the Li wt.-% contribution is estimated by eq. 

(18). Using only LiPF6 as conductive salt, the residual P wt.-% amount in an unwashed 

electrode can be addressed completely to LiPF6.  

LiLiPF6
 =

Pmeasured

P(LiPF6)
 ∙  Li(LiPF6)        (18) 

The precise quantified analysis of Li within the SEI is quite difficult, since several dif-

ferent compounds are present. Therefore, the following assumptions are needed. Re-

garding the chemical composition, the Li contribution is limited to two compounds. Li2O 

for the graphitic part of the electrode, since Li2O shows the highest amount of Li wt.-% 

along the most accepted graphitic SEI molecules.[161] As described in chapter 3.1.5 

Li4SiO4 forms irreversibly during cell operation, until the end is discharge cell voltages 

reaches 2.5 V. Therefore, Li4SiO4 was chosen as the Si related SEI molecule, while 
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the ratio of both compounds originates from the graphite to Si ratio in the active material 

described in eq. (19). 

LiSEI = 93.5 % LiLi2O + 6.5% LiLi4SiO4
        (19) 

The resulting Limetal distribution is plotted also in Figure 10a. For this Si/C composite 

electrodes (Figure 10a) the detected Li and Limetal maxima reach greater electrode 

depth compared to the Si maximum (Table 4).  

Table 4. Elements and their corresponding depth of maxima in the depth profiles of the electrode anal-

ysis shown in Figure 10a. 

Element xmax / µm 

Si 0.54 

Li 0.79 

Limetal 0.92 

 

The cell used herein, was opened at end of discharge voltage (3.0 V) right after cycling. 

This end of discharge voltage should be enough for Li metal stripping and the discharg-

ing process, however not for the Li+ extraction from Li4SiO4. As direct consequence 

from the end of discharge voltage, the Si rich layer formed makes the Li+ diffusion 

necessary to reach the active material. The individual elemental maxima depths further 

support this diffusion path (Table 4). First the Si maxima is reached at xmax(Si) = 0.54 

µm, while the Li maxima and the estimated Limetal maxima are reached at greater 

depths with xmax(Li) = 0.79 µm and  xmax(Limetal) = 0.92 µm, respectively. The fact that 

Limetal maxima is reached at greater electrode depths, compared to the total Li maxima, 

can be addressed to interface specific side reactions, since the oxygen content de-

creases to a certain depth of electrode. These measured interphase characteristics are 

further indications for a Si rich film, formed underneath a classical SEI, which has also 

to be passed by Li+ ions and electrolyte during oxidation and reduction reactions.  
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4.2. Publications 

4.2.1 Communication – Detection of Si Distribution in Si/C Composite 

Anodes by Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

Reprinted from: 

K. Richter, T. Waldmann, M. Memm, M. Kasper, M. Wohlfahrt-Mehrens, J. Electro-

chem. Soc. 2018, 165, A3602–A3604. 

© The Author(s) 2018. Published by The Electrochemical Society. 

This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY 4.0, http://creaticecommon.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which 

permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is 

properly cited. 

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1149/2.0071816jes  

http://creaticecommon.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1149/2.0071816jes/pdf
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4.2.2 Surface Film Formation and Dissolution in Si/C Anodes of Li-

Ion Batteries: A Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

Depth Profiling Study 

Reprinted with permission from: 

K. Richter, T. Waldmann, M. Kasper, C. Pfeifer, M. Memm, P. Axmann, M. Wohlfahrt-

Mehrens, J. Phys. Chem. C 2019, 123, 18795–18803. 

© 2019 American Chemical Society 

This is an article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-

Commercial No Derivative Works 4.0 license (CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0) https://creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.  

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcc.9b03873 

 

This publication was awarded with the “Edward Steers Memorial Award for Best Glow 

Discharge Paper” of the year 2019. 
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4.2.3 Low-Temperature Charging and Aging Mechanisms of Si/C 

Composite Anodes in Li-Ion Batteries: An operando Neutron Scatter-

ing Study 

Reprinted from: 

K. Richter, T. Waldmann, N. Paul, N. Jobst, R. Scurtu, M. Hofmann, R. Gilles, M. 

Wohlfahrt‐Mehrens, ChemSusChem 2020, 13, 529–538 

© The Author(s) 2020. Published by Wiley-VCH. 

This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY 4.0, http://creaticecommon.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which 

permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is 

properly cited. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/cssc.201903139 
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4.2.4 Effects of Mechanical Compression on the Aging and the Ex-

pansion Behavior of Si/C-Composite|NMC811 in Different Lithium-

Ion Battery Cell Formats 

Reprinted from: 

V. Müller, R.-G. Scurtu, K. Richter, T. Waldmann, M. Memm, M. A. Danzer, M. Wohl-

fahrt-Mehrens, J. Electrochem. Soc. 2019, 166, A3796–A3805. 

© The Author(s) 2019. Published by The Electrochemical Society. 

This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY 4.0, http://creaticecommon.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which 

permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is 

properly cited. 

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1149/2.1121915jes 

The part of this publication relevant for this thesis refers to the opening and the spatially 

resolved GD-OES and SEM analysis of the 18650-type cells. 
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4.2.5 Electrochemical, Post-Mortem, and ARC Analysis of Li-Ion Cell 

Safety in Second-Life Applications 

Reprinted from: 

T. Waldmann, J. B. Quinn, K. Richter, M. Kasper, A. Tost, A. Klein, M. Wohlfahrt-

Mehrens, J. Electrochem. Soc. 2017, 164, A3154–A3162. 
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permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is 

properly cited. 
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The part of this publication relevant for this thesis refers to the opening and the spatially 

resolved GD-OES and SEM analysis of the 18650-type cells. 
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5. Summary 

Si as active material for negative electrodes in LIBs offers some of the needed proper-

ties for next generation LIB cells. Low operating potential and high specific capacity 

are beneficial key parameters, but unfortunately, there are consecutive aging mecha-

nisms leading to limited lifetime. This work presents the value of GD-OES elemental 

depth profiling in combination with complementary techniques, to get deeper insights 

into film formation, side reactions, and interaction of Si/C composite negative elec-

trodes.  

The first part of this work presents the method development for quantitative depth pro-

filing of Si/C composite electrodes. Throughout the preparation of Si/C composite elec-

trodes with known elemental contents as calibrations samples, a matrix specific cali-

bration could be obtained, resulting in highly reproducible depth profiles. The analysis 

of spectral properties of Si in the electrode matrix showed the influence of H/H2 on the 

selected emission lines, leaving only one suitable line for calibration. The influence of 

H/H2 is limited to the first seconds of sputtering time and has no influence on the de-

scribed novel film formation, while depth resolution studied here meets a desirable 

level to investigate interfaces and interphases of negative electrodes. The coverage of 

0-100 wt.-% of Si, allows the GD-OES method to characterize composite electrodes 

with unknown Si content, state-of-heath and state-of-charge.  

Novel methods and their applications need additional analytics of the same sample to 

prove their reliability. Interrupted sputtering proved the Si intensity depth distribution 

as electrode property and works as counterevidence for being a plasma artifact. By 

means of ICP-OES the solubility of Si-compounds could be shown in linear carbonates, 

reducing the Si maximum found by GD-OES. Raman spectroscopy gave further struc-

tural insights of these compounds on the particle surface. Li4SiO4, Li2SiO3, and 

Li2Si2O5, detected by Raman spectroscopy on the particle surface, show the correla-

tion between high Li+ ion consumption, Si corrosion, and high O contribution in the film 

formation. In Si/C composites, Si as active material participates in the decomposition 

reactions of the electrolyte, as major difference to pure graphite materials. The ele-

mental distribution on graphite compounds of Li, O, and C originate from pure electro-

lyte decomposition, while graphite does not participate in the reactions. Moreover, to 

the reactive interface between electrolyte and electrode, the particle electrolyte inter-

face is also of interest. SEM and EDX investigations substantiate further the O rich Si 

corrosion as a surface layer on Si particles, which is mostly accumulated on the nega-

tive electrode surface, i.e. near the separator. 

The low operating potential of Si, close to the Li/Li+ redox couple is beneficial and crit-

ical at the same time. The total cell voltage increases by low operating potential but 

the risk for Li metal deposition is present as well. Therefore, the second part of this 

worked focused on the Li-distribution in Si/C composites under the Li deposition con-

ditions. Lithium metal deposition, eq. (20), is a safety critical concurrence reaction to-

wards intercalation and alloying of active materials, seen in eqs. (21) – (22).  

Li+ + e-  Li           (20) 

x Li+ + x e- + C6  LixC6         (21) 
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x Li+ + x e- + Si  LixSi         (22) 

Starting with pure graphite electrodes, higher current loads lead to mass transport lim-

itation and a Li+ ion gradient along the electrode thickness forms. Therefore, a higher 

Li+ ion concentration is present at the electrode||electrolyte interface with a depletion 

at the current collector. A consecutive OCV period after higher current loads, lead to 

redox interaction between Li metal and graphite, meaning chemical intercalation of Li 

metal into graphite eqs. (23) – (24). 

Li  Li+ + e-            (23) 

Li+ + e- + LiC12  2 LiC6         (24) 

Blending graphite with Si as active material, a chemical interaction is introduced due 

to the intrinsic differences between graphite and Si, regarding the interaction energies, 

working potential and reaction mechanism. The combination of these three properties 

introduced a bisected Li-redistribution process after lithiation of Si/C composite nega-

tive electrodes. On the one hand, the operating potential of Si should lead to a LixSiy 

alloy formation before lithiation of graphite compounds. On the other hand the higher 

Si-Si binding energy and higher diffusion barriers within the alloy, compared to graph-

ite, kinetically hinders the formation of LixSiy. While the first phase of relaxation, can be 

addressed to Li metal chemical intercalation/chemical alloying into the Si/C composite, 

eqs. (23) – (25). 

Li+ + e- + LixSiy  Lix+1Siy         (25) 

Despite this lithiation competition of both active materials, the cell safety benefits from 

the higher working potential of Si. In the second part of the relaxation, Li redistributes 

from graphite to Si, eqs. (26) - (27), increasing the negative electrode potential and 

inhibiting further Li metal deposition.  

2 LiC6 + LixSiy  LiC12 + Lix+1Siy        (26) 

LiC6 + LixSiy  Li1-zC6 + Lix+zSiy        (27) 

Summarizing this work, the key aging effects of Si in negative electrodes are conse-

quences of the periodic volume change of Si and the operating conditions. Consecutive 

Li+ ion consumption, film formation, and pore clogging are identified and insights in film 

stability could be achieved. In contrast to graphite, Si participates actively in parasitic 

side reactions. In combination with the chemical interaction of Si and graphite, adding 

a Li+/0 redistribution process, this work contributes to imply Si as next generation neg-

ative electrode material, while still further development is need to fulfill the high criteria 

of LIBs. 
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